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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.4-rev41
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.4-rev41
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug ﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #4862.

60071 Cache CPU optimization
High CPU load and possible OOM due to overﬂowing of cache events.
Mitigate CPU impact caused by cache events with a large list of keys to invalidate.
59914 Compromised Account Email Headers
App Suite UI passed wrong information to Open-Xchange Server in case personal part of ”From”
address contains brackets as a workaround for another old issue.
This has been solved by removing the workaround.
59833 Not possible to add pop3 account
Trying to issue an ’EXAMINE’ command against a non-existent folder yields a ’javax.mail.FolderNotFoundException’.
This has been ﬁxed by treating a possible ’javax.mail.FolderNotFoundException’ as folder cannot be
opened.
59756 Sieve Rule with ”redirect” and ”keep” are changed to ”redirect :copy”
When creating the auto-forward rule it was not checked if the used sieve action ”copy” exists.
Now, if the sieve action ”copy” is not available the combination ”redirect” / ”keep” is retained to solve
this issue.
59753 Error when dragging mail from an externally linked account
The lsub entry couldn’t be resolved because of a naming mismatch: ”Inbox” vs ”INBOX”.
This has been ﬁxed by storing lsub entries also under the original fullname, so no error is displayed
while moving mails from external accounts.
59711 Grizzly not starting if iprange can’t be resolved
The hostname was used to create the octets. If the hostname is not an ip address the conversion
fails.
This has been solved by using host address instead of hostname to calculate octets.
59692 Archive folder not created automatically
Trying to issue an ’EXAMINE’ command against a non-existent folder yields a ’javax.mail.FolderNotFoundException’.
This has been ﬁxed by treating a possible ’javax.mail.FolderNotFoundException’ as folder cannot be
opened.
59684 Draft email with vcard sending not working
The ”vcard” parameter was parsed and written differently.
Solution: Lenient evaluation of ”vcard” parameter.
58142 IAE for UserSettingMail at MailUploadQuotaChecker
Failed to read value for conﬁg-tree path warnings when opening share links.
Don’t apply share compose settings if not available to solve this issue.
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57850 Logging out as test user (sometimes) not possible
Mail compose did not unregister it’s logout extension point if startup fails. This causes the logout
to abort as the extension is still there for a non-existing mail compose instance.
This has been ﬁxed by removing logout extension if app startup fails.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

60071, 59914, 59833, 59756, 59753, 59711, 59692, 59684, 58142, 57850,
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